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    Abstract

        
            This paper describes the modeling work by Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc. to simulate the biochemical effects of of the nutrient-enhanced seawater plumes that are discharged by one or several 100 megawatt OTEC plants. The modeling is needed to properly design OTEC plants that can operate sustainably with acceptably low biological impact. In order to quantify the effect of discharge configuration and phytoplankton response, Makai Ocean Engineering implemented a biological and physical model for the waters surrounding O`ahu, Hawai`i, using the EPA-approved Environmental Fluid Dynamics Code (EFDC). Each EFDC grid cell was approximately 1 square kilometer by 20 meters deep, and used a time step of three hours. The biological model was set up to simulate the biochemical response for three classes of organisms: Picoplankton (< 2 um) such as prochlorococccus, nanoplankton (2-20 um), and microplankton (> 20 um) e.g., diatoms. The dynamic biological phytoplankton model was calibrated using chemical and biological data collected for the Hawaii Ocean Time Series (HOTS) project. Peer review of the biological modeling was performed. The physical oceanography model uses boundary conditions from a surrounding Hawai'i Regional Ocean Model, (ROM) operated by the University of Hawai`i and the National Atmospheric and Oceanic Administration. The ROM providedmore » tides, basin scale circulation, mesoscale variability, and atmospheric forcing into the edges of the EFDC computational domain. This model is the most accurate and sophisticated Hawai'ian Regional Ocean Model presently available, assimilating real-time oceanographic observations, as well as model calibration based upon temperature, current and salinity data collected during 2010 near the simulated OTEC site. The ROM program manager peer-reviewed Makai's implementation of the ROM output into our EFDC model. The supporting oceanographic data was collected for a Naval Facilities Engineering Command / Makai project. Results: The model was run for a 100 MW OTEC Plant consisting of four separate ducts, discharging a total combined flow rate of 420 m3/s of warm water and 320 m3/s of cold water in a mixed discharge at 70 meters deep. Each duct was assumed to have a discharge port diameter of 10.5m producing a downward discharge velocity of about 2.18 m/s. The natural system, as measured in the HOTS program, has an average concentration of 10-15 mgC/m3. To calibrate the biological model, we first ran the model with no OTEC plant and varied biological parameters until the simulated data was a good match to the HOTS observations. This modeling showed that phytoplankton concentration were patchy and highly dynamic. The patchiness was a good match with the data variability observed within the HOTS data sets. We then ran the model with simulated OTEC intake and discharge flows and associated nutrients. Directly under the OTEC plant, the near-field plume has an average terminal depth of 172 meters, with a volumetric dilution of 13:1. The average terminal plume temperature was 19.8oC. Nitrate concentrations are 1 to 2 umol/kg above ambient. The advecting plume then further dilutes to less than 1 umol/kg above ambient within a few kilometers downstream, while remaining at depth. Because this terminal near-field plume is well below the 1% light limited depths (~120m), no immediate biological utilization of the nutrients occurs. As the nitrate is advected and dispersed downstream, a fraction of the deep ocean nutrients (< 0.5 umol/kg perturbation) mix upward where they are utilized by the ambient phytoplankton population. This occurs approximately twenty-five kilometers downstream from the plant at 110 - 70 meters depth. For pico-phytoplankton, modeling results indicate that this nutrient perturbation causes a phytoplankton perturbation of approximately 1 mgC/m3 (~10% of average ambient concentrations) that covers an area 10x5 km in size at the 70 to 90m depth. Thus, the perturbations are well within the natural variability of the system, generally corresponding to a 10 to 15% increase above the average pico-phytoplankton biomass. This perturbation exhibits a meandering horizontal plume trajectory and spatial extent, but remains similar in magnitude (generally 1-2 mgC/m3). The diatom perturbations become more noticeable after three weeks of the simulation period, when the nearshore diatom population trends towards a greater concentration of 1 to 3 mgC/m3 . Relative to the background concentrations, this increased response is a fraction of the ambient, with perturbations remaining within fluctuations of the existing system. The perturbations were quantified by post-processing each time-step of model simulations without OTEC plants, with identical simulations that included OTEC plumes. Without this post processing, the 10-25% perturbations were obscured by the larger dynamic variations naturally caused by ocean circulation.« less
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                    Numerical techniques for steady two-dimensional transcritical stratified flow problems, with an application to the intermediate field dynamics of Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion plants

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Jones, J; Jirka, G; Caughey, D
                            

                    The development of predictive techniques for the predominantly horizontal, layered fluid motions that result when a continuous buoyant source is discharged into an ambient fluid at a bounding surface, interface or equilibrium level is studied. Although the numerical techniques developed are applicable to general discharge configurations, the model development is focused on the particular case of a radial source of buoyancy and momentum discharged into a uniform ambient crossflow. The resulting density current is analyzed by application of the depth-integrated hydrodynamic equations. The density current dynamics are shown to vary with the relative intermediate- to near-field strengths, as characterized bymore » the ratio of their respective length scales. The complete range of this interaction, from small near-field effects to large near-field effects, is investigated. Results are presented as the depth integrated velocity and current thickness distributions for different field strength values. The model predictions are compared to two sets of laboratory data and to limited field information, involving a river discharge and a submerged outfall into the ocean. Good agreement is obtained in all cases. Finally, the model results are applied to the prediction of a river plume into a coastal ocean current and to the continuous discharge from an OTEC plant operating in the stratified ocean. In both cases, the results indicate the significant horizontal extent (order of several kilometers) of the resulting current, together with their limited vertical extent (order of several meters). Their strong sensitivity to ambient current magnitude and stratification strength is demonstrated.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    OTEC physical and climatic environmental impacts

                    
                        Conference
                            Ditmars, J.; Paddock, R.
                            

                    Assessment of Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) environmental impacts and resource utilization requires an understanding of the physical processes underlying the interactions between an OTEC plant or plants and the ocean. An overview of the US Department of Energy program for the development and application of analyses and models for the prediction of the physical aspects of OTEC impacts is presented. Predictive tools are necessary to address problems at different site areas, scales of OTEC deployment, and time horizons. The effects of intake/discharge designs and of ambient ocean conditions on recirculation and near-field effluent plume behavior have been investigated bymore » means of physical models. Further study of the intake flow fields may be necessary to make estimates of intake impingement and entrainment effects. Mathematical analysis of intermediate-field mixing of plant effluents has shown that effluent plumes may have vertical dimensions on the order of meters and lateral dimensions on the order of kilometers. Models of oceanic regional and island coastal circulation are required to investigate far-field effects on the scale of tens of kilometers. Basin-wide resource renewal and physical environmental effects are being studied by means of a numerical model of the Gulf of Mexico with detailed vertical resolution. Concerns regarding climatic impacts presently are focused on atmospheric CO/sub 2/ loading and modification of air--sea heat exchange processes due to OTEC operation.« less
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                    Far-field model of the regional influence of effluent plumes from ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) plants

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Wang, D.
                            

                    Ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) plants discharge large volumes of cold water into the upper ocean. A three-dimensional, limited-area model was developed to investigate the regional influence of the far-field effluent plume created by the negatively buoyant discharge. The model was applied to discharges from a 40-MW/sub e/ OTEC plant into coastal waters characterized by various ambient ocean conditions. A typical ambient temperature structure and nutrient distribution, as well as the behavior of the effluent plume itself, were strongly modified by the discharge-induced circulation. Although temperature perturbations in the plume were small, upward entrainment of nutrients from below the thermoclinemore » was significant. The regional influence of discharges from an 80-MW/sub e/ OTEC plant, the interactions between the discharges from two adjacent 40-MW/sub e/ OTEC plants, and the effects of coastal boundary and bottom discharge were examined with respect to the regional influence of a 40-MW/sub e/ OTEC plant located in deep water off a coast (base case).« less
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                    Research on the external fluid mechanics of ocean thermal energy conversion plants. Report covering experiments in stagnant water

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Adams, E; Fry, D; Coxe, D; ... 
                            

                    The first set of experiments is described in a physical model study to explore plume transport and recirculation potential for a range of generic Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) plant designs and ambient conditions. Tests were conducted in a thermally-stratified 12 m x 18 m x 0.6 m basin, at an undistorted length scale ratio of 1:300, which allowed the upper 180 m of the ocean to be studied. Measurements included temperature, dye concentration and visual observations from still photographs. Conditions which have been tested include a range of plant sizes (nominally 200 MWe to 600 MWe), a range ofmore » discharge configurations (mixed vs. non-mixed evaporator and condenser flows; multiple vs. radial slot discharge port(s); variation of discharge-intake separation and variation of discharge angle), and a range of ambient density profiles (characterized by the depth of the surface mixed layer). The tests described herein are for a stagnant ambient ocean. Results have shown no significant recirculation for plant sizes up to 400 MWe for discharges directed either horizontally or with a downward component. However, significant recirculation was observed in a test of a 400 MWe plant in which the discharge was directed with a slight upward component and in a test of 600 MWe plant with a horizontal discharge. No significant difference in recirculation could be discerned between the mixed and the non-mixed discharge designs although substantial variation, in the plume equilibrium position was noted. Measurements of minimum plume dilution taken at approximately 1 km (prototype) from the plant generally fell in the range of 5 to 10 with a mean value of 7.4. This indicates that peak concentrations of any chemicals contained in the discharge would be about 14% of the discharge concentration. Other information, such as the plume shape and equilibrium position, intake temperature changes and perturbations to the ambient ocean profile, are included for each run.« less
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